Abstract-The application of human immunology in solving security problems in Grid Computing seems to be a thought-provoking research area. Grid involves large number of dynamic heterogeneous resources. Manually managing the security for such dynamic system is always fault prone. This paper presents the simple immune based model for self-protection (SIMS) of grid environment from various attacks like DoS, DDoS, Probing, etc. Like human body helps to identify and respond to harmful pathogens that it doesn't recognize as "self", in the same manner SIMS incorporates the immunological concepts and principles for safeguarding the grid from various security breaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Grid infrastructure provides us with the ability to dynamically link together resources as an ensemble to support the execution of large-scale, resource-intensive, and distributed applications [1] . With the evolution of Grid, the complexity of the distributed systems has increased and therefore the implementation of a secure environment has become difficult. The real power of grid can be harnessed only if it provides secure access to resources/services. The grid security is a multidimensional problem [2] . There are several factors that make security hard e.g. user population and resource pool is large and dynamic, resources have different authentication and authorization requirements, computations span over multiple domains, users have different roles/privileges in different domains etc. [11] . All these factors make security a big and challenging issue. According to [27] , grid security solutions are categorized as, System Solutions, Behavioral Solutions and Hybrid Solutions. System solutions manipulates hardware and software of grid directly to achieve security. These solutions are centered upon system based security for grid resources and IDS. Behavior solutions emphasize policy and management controls. It addresses all accountability, group management and trust related issues. The hybrid solutions handles Authentication and Authorization concepts for grid users. This paper mainly deals with System level solutions. It is found that, most problems stem from the fact that human administrators are unable to cope up with the amount of work required to properly secure the computing infrastructure at the age of Internet [3] . Autonomic systems and self-managed environments provide security policies establishing promising trust between the server and the client. Hence, autonomic computing [4, 5] presented and advocated by IBM, suggests a desirable solution to this problem [6] . Self-Protection enables the system with an ability to secure itself against attacks i.e. detect illegal activities and trigger counter measures in order to stop them. It also helps to overpower the limitations of manual management of the system i.e. reduced speed, increased chances of errors and un-manageability by human administrators. This paper discusses a human immune system based self-protection model for grid. Like the human immune system protects the cells from the invasion of pathogens and viruses, our proposed model uses the same concept to safeguard the grid from various network attacks. Our system has the strong abilities of learning, recognition and characteristics extraction.
Self-Protection
A self-protecting system helps to detect and identify hostile behavior and take autonomous actions to protect itself against intrusive behavior. The main goal of selfprotection system is to defend grid environment against malicious intentional actions by scanning the suspicious activities and react accordingly without the user's awareness that such protection is in process [7] .
The main design principles required to build a selfprotected [7] system are summarized below:
 A self-protected system must be able to detect intrusions. It requires a definition of its own operations: this is the sense of self capacity or the self-knowledge aspect. In other words, it must be able to distinguish legal behaviors from illegal behaviors. As the countermeasures are triggered autonomously, this distinction must be done while avoiding false positives. Moreover, the legal operations or the system structure could evolve The components involved in the self-protection of the system can also become a target of attack. If somehow, the components got compromised, the attackers can use them in an unintended way leading to negative consequences. Hence, the system must prevent the selfprotection components from being compromised.
II. RELATED WORK
This section deals with research focused on system based solutions toward grid security. Proposed solutions falling into this category seek to protect resources on the grid. Thus focuses on protecting the grid resources, which include grid nodes (Host) and communication network. Several isolation techniques such as Sandboxing and Virtualization comes under this category to protect grid nodes [28] . The Entropia (called the Entropia Virtual Machine) system uses a technique known as sandboxing to protect applications, clients, processes and resources on the grid [29] . EVM has been specifically designed to cater to the desktop grid environment, where there are a large number of desktop clients on which the grid jobs run, in addition to the Entropia server. Another way to provide isolation is through Virtualization where an illusion of a single machine is provided through the creation of Virtual Machines. In [30] , the Virtual Private Grid infrastructure (VPG) is proposed. This involves harnessing virtual private network technology and applying it to grid computing. This infrastructure works around heterogeneous, locally-specific security. Most of these attacks are kind of distributed denial of service attacks (DDoS) [39] . Attempt to provide security against DDoS on Grid is made by Varalakshmi et.al. [37] . They have proposed a five-fold DDoS defense mechanism using an information divergence scheme. This detects the attacker and discards the adversary's packets for fixed amount of time in an organized manner.
Intrusion detection Systems (IDSs) [38] is another way to provide system level security. IDSs add an early warning capability for the suspicious activity that mostly occurs before and during an attack. Intrusion detection systems (IDSs) often work as misuse detectors, where the packets in the monitored network are compared against a repository of signatures that define characteristics of an intrusion. In another approach, the anomaly based intrusion detection is the method for detecting intrusions by monitoring the packets for any anomalous behavior. This classification is based on heuristics or rules rather than patterns or signatures [34] . Forrest, et. al. is one of the pioneering researchers in using the evolving models of immune system in solving the optimization problems [35] . Recently, an agent-based IDS (ABIDS) inspired by the danger theory of human immune system is proposed. Multiple agents are embedded to ABIDS, where agents coordinate one another to calculate mature context antigen value (MCAV) and update activation threshold for security responses [36] .
Many grid based IDS systems have also been conceived, designed and implemented. [9] The basic components for grid based IDS systems include: Sensors, which are able to monitor the state of grid systems. The information collected by sensors are then collected and analyzed by IDS system like SNORT [10] . Based upon the analysis, alarm is raised. Many approaches for Grid based IDS prevailed in the market. Kenny and Coghlan [12] describe a system that allows the querying of logfiles through the Relational Grid Monitoring Architecture (R-GMA), which can be used to build a Grid-wide intrusion detection system. Their implementation of this system, called SANTA-G (Grid enabled System Area Networks Trace Analysis), queries Snort log files by using SQL. SANTA-G is composed of three elements: A Sensor, a QueryEngine and a Viewer GUI. Schulter et al. [13] describes different types of IDS systems. The authors point out that present Grid-IDS approaches do not fulfill the important qualities (completeness -recognition of all attack-types, scalability and Grid-compatibility) for protection of Grid systems. They propose a high-level GIDS that utilizes functionality of lower-level HIDS and NIDS provided through standard inter-IDS communication. Sarkar S. and Brindha. M [40] presents the detail on other NIDS systems available.
Another example of grid based IDS is GIDA [31] which also uses a similar structure. IDS on Oracle lOG database is provided in [32] . IACID [33] from USC, provides a Grid based IDS system having separate network and host IDS systems. Michal Witold [14] in his thesis investigated the possibility of Grid-focused IDS. The main stress has put on feature selection and performance of the system. Leu and Li [15] proposed Fault-tolerant Grid Intrusion Detection System (FGIDS) which exploits grids dynamic and abundant computing resources to detect malicious behaviors from a massive amount of network packets. In FGIDS, a detector can dynamically leave or join FGIDS anytime. Intrusion detection system must analyze a large volume of data while not placing a significant added load on the monitoring systems and networks. There are several limitations of existing IDS discussed above: current systems report alerts to a centralized database and hope that a network administrator is immediately on-hand to take an action. The administrator analyzes alert reports and takes some actions. Other proposed system analyze database using knowledge discovery techniques for deciding which actions must be taken. It's often too late in critical systems to decide where actions must be taken by one centralized device or user when the given system may have been compromised and vital information may have been stolen. Medical field refers "immunity" to the resistance exhibited by the hosts towards injury caused by microorganisms and their products. Immunity in human beings is provided by a complex network of organs and cells responsible for defense against alien particles called the "human immune system". This system comprises of several layers of defense: The first layer comprises of body's external defenses that include the tissues which cover and line the body. For example unbroken skin providing barrier from invading pathogens and mucous membranes lining the respiratory track preventing entry of pathogens [21] . Second and Third layers of defense comprise the innate immune system and adaptive immune system.
Innate Immune System
It comprises specialized cells and molecules which initiate response to any pathogens that enter the body. This is achieved through special receptors on the surface of innate immune system cells. These receptors are germ line encoded, consequently the innate immunity is "builtin" from birth and doesn't change with growth or experience.
Adaptive immune system
This system initiates a response specific to pathogens that has entered the body. It also provides memory capabilities to immune system. Lymphocytes play a central role (Figure 1 ). They circulate through the blood and lymphatic system waiting to encounter antigens (The foreign molecules belonging to pathogens that invade the body) in adaptive immune system. These are classified into two main types: B-Cells and T-Cells. These lymphocytes begin as the stem cell found in the bone marrow and go through a maturation process. B-Cells complete their maturation by entering into the bursa of fabricus forming immune competent "bursal lymphocytes" or B-Cells (B for bursa or bone marrow), while T-Cells move to the thymus to complete maturation forming T-lymphocytes. One of the important processes that T-lymphocytes undergo is that of central tolerance involving the elimination of lymphocytes that recognize self-antigens and would otherwise initiate an immune response to self (autoimmunity). This provides immunological tolerance towards self, implemented as "Negative selection". TCells may be broadly classified into regulatory and effector cells. Regulatory T-Cells are the helper T-Cells or suppressor T-Cells. Effector cells are the killer T-Cells.
B-Cells on the other hand undergo clonal selection or energy. It is the process in which B-Cells binding to the more specific antigens have more chance of being selected for cloning. Whenever an antigen attacks, majority of the activated B-Cells are transformed into plasma cells which are the antibody secreting cells. While few of the activated B-Cells, they produce memory cells for the reoccurrence of same antigens in future. Therefore the secondary response is quicker.
The crossover between biology and computer science can be fruitful. As the Human Immune System protects the cells from the invasion of pathogens and viruses, artificial immune systems defends against the intrusion outside and inside: both of the system make themselves stable in constant changing environment [20] .
IV. SIMPLE IMMUNE BASED MODEL FOR SELF-PROTECTION (SIMS)
We have discussed the various problems and the related work that has already been done to avoid the grid system services to be compromised. All of these areas are under constant investigation by researchers and have been so for a long time. There is still no grid middleware that is intelligent enough to handle the attacks and faults automatically. Simple Immune based model for Selfprotection (SIMS) approach is inspired from immune system and provides the agent based self-management environment to manage the security in grid. Without external maintenance or management, SIMS automatically detects known intrusions and auto generates the signatures to handle the new attacks. The overall architecture of SIMS is presented in Figure  2 . SIMS consists of an Immune Agent (IA) running on root node and the various desktop agents (DA's) running on child nodes. IA is similar to Bone Marrow/Thymus that generates lymphocytes and IA generates numerous detector sets. Detector sets are based upon the negative selection algorithm. Negative selection helps to generate the diverse detectors, which do not match self-data. Lymphocytes keep on monitoring the body for pathogens (antigens) and in the same manner the detector sets generated by IA's are used to monitor the whole network for any kind of network attacks. Each detector set describes abnormal patterns of network packets and is transferred to all DA's. In DA, detectors keep on running as the background process which monitors self from nonself-traffic patterns as observed from the network traffic patterns. Role of helper cells is to invoke the existing processes (usually B-cells) to handle the antigen by producing the antibodies for the same. On other hand T-killer cells try to generate the new set of antibodies to handle antigens if encountered in future. SIMS has used the same concept of B-Cells and T-Cells. DA consists of existing detectors (equivalent to B-Cells) and new detectors (equivalent to T-Cells). Existing detectors have the initial rule set that handles the already known attacks. New detectors perform two functions-protect the environment from existing known attacks and raise alerts whenever any intrusion is detected. SIMS working is described in three steps:
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Gather the Self-Data
The method of gathering the self-data was implemented in two phases: an initial phase, and an actual phase. During the initial phase, a database of normal behavior was collected for each grid service of interest. The database was collected by adding the default grid services information and the authentic user details. Self-database was specific to a particular system (defined by its configuration, architecture, software version, etc.). In the actual phase, the running grid was monitored for deviations from the recorded normal behavior, that is, the system scanned for occurrences of sequences not in the normal database for that program. Self_Data sid: NSID content: NCONTENT CONTENT: {IP, PORt, USER_DETAILS} Self-acts as the antibody and is the root class for our model. It is determined by an identifier sid which belongs to a set of identifier SID. This set is a subset of N. Each antibody has various distinct properties that are represented as content, it contains properties like IP, Port various user details like its mac information, secret pass key, depth etc.
Database Design for our model is divided into three categories: Snort Database, Self-Database and Acid Database. Snort database store the data related to snort. It logs the snort detected intrusions information. SelfDatabase contains the information related to the self and non-self-information. Based upon the information in the self-database, the rules are auto generated which are later transferred to desktop agents. Acid database is just for the monitoring purpose. 
Generate Random Detectors
IA reads the alert table data and after some processing, generates the rules in rules table. SIMS first reduces the redundancy in data by merging the alerts and removing the duplicate alerts. The rule for merging is: if any of the two alerts that source IP, destination IP and IP version are same, then the two would integrate as one and other attributes like ip_len, ip_tos, etc. are merged and named as immature detectors. After merging of redundant data is done, IA first compares the immature detectors with the self-string from self-DB. If the entry is not there, immature detector is converted to mature detector. This rule is added to the rules database from where the new detector set is generated. This is approach is similar to the Negative selection approach of the Immune system. Negative selection is a mechanism employed to help to protect the body against self-reactive lymphocytes to avoid autoimmunity.
Detector
Rule_Header: P{IP, Port} Rule_Option: P{Content, Depth} Rule_SID: NSID Rule_SID C SID Rule: {Rule_Header, Rule_Option, Rule_SID | Rule  Rule_Sid= ᵩ}
The algorithm we use in this is:
 Define self as a collection of strings S of length l over a finite alphabet.  Generate a set of R detectors, each of which fails to match any string in S.  Monitors for changes by continually matching the detectors in R against S. If any detector ever matches, then the change is known to have encountered as detectors are designed not to match any original string.
Formation of Memory Detectors
As the DA's detects any intrusion, they logged the information in the centralized database monitored by the IA. As more and more intrusions are reported by the different DA for the particular intrusion, the affinity factor for that DA increases. When this affinity factor reached the threshold value, the details of the intrusions are moved from the non-self-table to self-table and the rules are generated for that particular entry.
The detail algorithm for SIMS is presented in Appendix.
V. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 
Software's Used
The implementation uses: standard IDS called Snort, ACID monitoring tool, apache web server to host ACID, MySQL database and Java SDK6 for programming the tool.
Grid Environment
Grid Environment setup using Globus Toolkit 4 [23] . The major components involved are:
 GRAM: Enables resource allocation through job submission, staging of executable files, job monitoring and result gathering [24] .  Scheduler: Helps to schedule the jobs to resources available. Here we use the GridWay Meta Scheduler [25] to schedule the jobs.  Grid FTP: Extension of standard FT protocol that provides the secure, efficient and reliable data movements in grid environment [26] . In addition to standard FTP features, it provides GSI support for authenticated data transfer.
Experimental Setup
Snort is used as the base tool for implementing the immune based security model. Snort is used to leverage existing distributed IDS capability to one step ahead by automating its rules generation process by the use of Immune system. For testing the immune model, we installed snort sensors on different resource nodes participating in the Grid environment, then installed the database (MySQL) on one machine, and deployed a Web server and ACID onto another machine. The grid environment is setup inside the Thapar University (TU) campus using GT4 middleware. Grid environment consists of 44 Intel Dual Core 2.2GHz processor Windows XP nodes, 20 dual 2.4GHz Xeon Linux nodes and 5 nodes dual 450MHz PII Linux clusters. Each node has 1GB RAM and 80GB HDD ( Table 2) . TU Grid is exposed to the outer world with limited access. 
Results
We have implemented the model in two phases-Initial phase and the Actual phase. The security system was tested, using data gathered at the TU. The data is gathered from 69 odd computers in grid environment from different labs using tcpdump utility by monitoring the network for 1month, to yield a total of nearly 1 million data chunks. Attacks were launched under controlled experimentation over the WAN link. Metasploit framework was used to launch various attacks. The Metasploit framework is open source software for use in performing penetration testing, intrusion detection prevention system signature development, and exploit research.
Unwanted data (data that is not grid specific) is filtered out from 1 million data chunks and we are left with 0.21 million strings. These data were used for both-initial and actual self-data sets, and non-self-actual sets. All nonself-traces were manually extracted from the data, thus separating the self and non-self-patterns. From the above gathered data, 0.18 million strings are used to form the self-data. Out of 0.18 million, 2900 unique strings are chosen and rules for these are generated. The rules impose conditions on various GT4 components, these includes port check on GRAM (2119), MDS (2135), Grid FTP(2811), GSI SSH(22) over the TCP protocol for the default users. Rest of the 0.03 million strings are used as the non-self-data strings. These acts as the data for detectors generated from the self-data. To understand this process, let's take a small chunk from gathered data. Table 3 shows alert database formed from the information obtained by the alerts raised by snort based desktop agents. From this database, the unique strings are chosen to form the rules database Table  4 . The algorithm for the same process is discussed in Appendix.
The experiments were conducted by considering two categories-Traditional and SIMS. The difference between the two is that the traditional system lets the snort itself to generate new rules definition (managed manually by some person) while SIMS automates the rules generation process.
The results in the Figure 4 points out that the traditional method complete its work rapidly while alert number is fewer. But as the alerts count increase, the time to analyze the rules increases for traditional system. This is because of the large data in the rules database. But in case of SIMS, we are merging and discarding the unused rules, thus reducing the number of rules in the database. Figure 5 plots the current count of rules produce by both the traditional and SIMS system. SIMS generated rule count is very less as compared to Traditional method. Still in Figure 6 , we can see that the success rate for the attack handling is better in SIMS. As the time passed, the effectiveness of rules is decided on the basis of the alerts raised by it. If the rule raises the correct alert and is in use, its impact value is increased and vice-versa. The rules are represented by SID and their impact value is called the affinity. More is the affinity, higher is the priority. Figure 7 shows the rules generation frequency of SIMS.
To further verify our system, we have used two standard metrics-Detection Rate and False Positives rate to support our system. Detection rate is the number of attacks detected and blocked whereas false positive rate is the ratio of invalid alerts to the true alerts for the true traffic. We can see in the Table 5 that with the increase in time, the percentage of false positive reduces and the detection rate increases for SIMS. Here we have shown only data for 5 weeks as this period we consider as the training period for SIMS.
It was observed that with the passage of time, security of the grid environment with SIMS keeps on increasing. And as the time passed, the number of rules auto generated with the help of genetic features, crossing over and mutation also increases. It was also observed that the
